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I. INTRODUCTION 
In nonrelativistic quantum mechanics the motion of a single particle under 
the influence of a potential, V(x), is determined by the unitary group eeitH, where 
H = Ho + Q), H,, = ; ; p (2 = - -;A (1.1) 
(p = --iv, = --igrad,), in such a way that, if u(O) E P(‘iP) is the state of 
the particle at time t = 0, then the state at time t is given by 
u(t) = e-%(O). 
If there is no potential, the state at time t is given by 
u(t) = e-itH%(0). 
A scattering state u(t) = e-itH7/ is a state that initially and finally behaves like 
a free state, i.e., a state for which there exists u*(t) = e-itHov+ , such that 
(1.2) 
We expect the limits (1.2) to exist for all z+ E g2(‘$?n). Thus we ask for the exis- 
tence of the wave operators 
W, = s _ lim e’tHe-‘tffe, 
t-it m 
where s-lim means strong limit. The existence of I&‘* has been proved for the 
so-called short-range potentials, i.e., potentials that are O(i x )-1-C), E > 0, at 
infinity (see [5, 7, 10, 12-141). In Section 2 we give a proof of the existence of 
the wave operators for potentials I’ E Q2(sn) f P(%JP), 2 6 s < n. Dollard 
[S, 91 proved that the ordinary waste operators (1.3) do not exist for the Coulomb 
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potential V(x) = c 1 x 1-l. However, he proved the existence of modz$ied wave 
operators 
s-lime itHe-itHo-iXt 
t-19 
= w,,, , 
where 
X, = X,(p) = it V(q) ds = c 1 p 1-l log t. (1.5) 
1 
Amrein, Martin, and Misra [3] showed the existence of the modified wave 
operators for the potentials V(x) = c 1 x /da, where 2 < OL < 1. Buslaev and 
Matveev [6] considered potentials that satisfy 
p”v(x)l < C(1 + ( x I)-k--rrk (1.6) 
for 0 < K < [&z] + 2 and with (Ye = CY > 4. They also considered the case 
01 < Q; here they had to introduce another X, . They put 
xy = 0, Xy)( p) = 1” V(sp + VX;+l)) ds 
JO 
(1.7) 
for m > 1. They showed that when (1.6) is satisfied for 0 < K < [+n] + m + 2 
with clli = 01 > l/(m + l), then the modified wave operators WLy: , as defined 
by (1.4) with Xi”’ in place of X, , exist. 
Alsholm and Kato [2] proved the existence of Wg,L under the assumption (1.6) 
for k=l and R=2 with Q$<ol<l and (l-Q/01,<01~. They also 
allowed for v to have a short-range part. Alsholm [I] generalized this result to 
cover m 2 1. Recently, Hiirmander [l I], proved the existence of modified wave 
operators under the assumption (1.6) with 01~ + 05 > 0. However, rather than 
use the iterations (1.7) he used the exact solution of the equation 
ax,jat = v(tp + vx,) (l-8) 
He also considered more general operators than (I. 1). 
This paper is a simpler version of my earlier paper [I]. The essential sim- 
plification is due to a lemma by Hijrmander [l I, Lemma 3.31 quoted here as 
Lemma 3. This lemma and the method of Alsholm and Kato [2] gives existence 
of modified wave operators WL$ , when (1.6) is satisfied for 1 < K < m with 
muI + 01, > 1. As far as existence of some kind of modified wave operators is 
concerned, this result is weaker than the result by Hijrmander. However, the 
present result is probably as far as one gets using the iterations (1.7) and the 
method of proof is quite different. 
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2. ORDINARY AND NODIFIED WAVE OPERATORS 
THEOREM I. Let H,, denote the self-adjoint extension of - $0 as defined on the 
Schwartz space Y(W). Let V E S!?2(%n) $- f!8(%n), V real, where 2 5~ s < n, 
and let H be any self-adjoint extension of - $0 $- V as defined on 9’. Then the 
ordinary wave operators (1.3) exist. 
Proof. We shall prove that W+ exists. Since e itHe--itHo has norm 1, it suffices 
to prove the existence of the limit on a dense set. Let u E .Y and let t’ < t”; 
then we get 
I,(eit”He-itvfO _ eit’He-it’HO) u,, 
-iIS 
(I” (d/dt)(eitHeCitHO) II dt /I 
:: ,I i br” eitH(H - Ho) eeifHoU dt /I 
I\, ’ .T,F 
~1 Ve’e-ifHOu !I dt. 
Thus it is sufficient to prove that 
s 
19 11 Ve?% I/ dt < co. (2-l) 
Here and in the sequel we frequently interpret p as -iv, and equally frequently 
regard p as multiplication by p E ‘9Zi” (in the Fourier representation of 92(‘$P)). 
Similarly, in the Fourier representation, x is iv, . Hence it follows that 
xe-i+lP12t _ e-i+lrJf2t (x + Pt> 
and 
so that 
ptei142/2t = eil4”/2t(x + pt), 
eifln12t xe-i*lP12t _ e-ilzi2/‘t pteil4’/2t, 
and so for any bounded, measurable function F defined on !R2”, 
ei+l~latF(x) e-i+l~let = ,-ilz12/2tF( pt) eiJz12/Pte (2.2) 
Nowlet~=V~+V2,whereVi~~!S~fori=1,2,s,=2,ands,=s.Let 
E > 0 and t > 0; then by (2.2), 
I/ Vi(x) e-itH0u I/ = 11 Vi( pt) ei’r’2’2fu I/ 
= I/ Vi(Pf)(l + ( x p”i’-‘(] + / x p~%)+~ew2tU 1; 
< 11 Vi( pt)(l I 1 x I)-‘“t”~‘-‘l/ q1 2 I .I? l)(n’,Q+$ j . 
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Here the norm of the !tZ2-operator k’&)(l + 1 x ])-(laiSi)+ can be estimated by 
using that for F, G E P(‘P), 2 < s < co, we have (with 9 denoting the Fourier 
transform and 11 . IlS the P-norm), 
IIF GW II = II F(P)=WW~~~ 
G II F lls II ill, < (2~)-(n’2)((2-r’)‘T’) II F l/s II G(+ l/r, 
G P4-n’s II F Ils II G Ils II ZJ II, 
where the Hausdorff-Young inequality has been used in the second inequality 
and the Holder inequality in the two others, and where s-1 + r-1 = +, 
Y-I + y’-l = 1. Thus we get 
I/ V,(x) e itHo~ 11 < C/I Vi( pt)l& = CtPQ ) 
which proves (2.1), since si < 12. 
A heuristic reasoning that leads to the term X,(p) in Dollard’s modified wave 
operators for long-range potentials (1.4) can be put like this: As in the proof 
of Theorem 1, it is sufficient that we have 
s lm lI(d/dt)(eit”e-it”o-ixt) u 11 dt < M 
for a dense set of functions u. Now we have 
(l(d/dt)(eitHe-itHa-ixt)u I/ 
= I!( V(x) - (a/&) X,) eeitHo-iXtz4 (I 
= Il(W + P + VX,) - (W) &)u II. 
(2.4) 
The last step follows formally in the same way as (2.2) is proved. We want 
(a/i%) X, in (2.4) to partly cancel V(x + pt + VXJ for large t. Hence if X,(p) 
solves Eq. (1.8), we can expect (2.3) to hold. As mentioned above, we use the 
.iterations (1.7) of (1.8). 
3. STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULTS 
As in Theorem 1, let H,, be the self-adjoint extension of - &l and H be a 
self-adjoint extension of - &l + V(x) as defined on 5“(%~). 
THEOREM 2. Let V = V, + Vr. be a real-valued, measurable function deJined 
on W. Suppose the long-range part of V, VL , satisfies 
/ V”V&!)I < C(I + I x I)-“-“” CL) 
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for 1 < k < m, where the set {ap}~Yl satis$es 
and in case 01~ > $ also 
N 
(ii) 
whmm > 2(voidwhenm = 1). 
Suppose the short-range part of V, V, = VF’ + Vi2’, satisjies 
(I + / x I)l+EVF) E P -t P for some E > 0, 
Vf’ E 22 + i?“, where 2 < s < nq , 
(Vi”’ # 0 only ij 2 < q). Then the modijied wave operators 
(S) 
WCrn) =. s __ lim eitHe-itIf-iXjm’ 
D.Zk t++m (3.1) 
exist, where X1”’ is defined by (1.7) in which V is replaced by V, . 
Remarks. 1. We have not explicitly assumed anything about the rate of decay 
of V, . However, it follows from Lemma 1 (Section 4) that limir~+s V(x) = V,, 
exists when n 3 2 and that limz+*m V(x) = V+ exist when n = 1. 
2. When a1 > i, Wb’,‘+ exist according to the theorem. The requirement 
(L(ii)) is only needed, when one is interested in WhT: with m > 2. 
COROLLARY. The modz$ed wave operators WbTL exist when 01~ = ar for 
1 < k < m and if 01 > l/(m + 1). 
EXAMPLES. 1. V(x) = c j x j-‘, 0 < 01 < 1 with n > [201] (in order that 
V E !&,). Take V,(x) = V(X) for / x / > 1 and zero otherwise; let V, = 
V - V, . Then the assumptions of the corollary are satisfied, if m is chosen so 
that (m + 1)-l < 01. 
2. V(x) = ) x j-w sin0 x /p), 0 < p < LY < 1, n > [2(a - p)]. Take VL(x) = 
V(X) for / x j > 1 and zero otherwise; let V, = V - V, . Then the assumptions 
of Theorem 2 are satisfied with (Ye = 01 - kp, if also 
1-a 
/I.;;-r. 
In order that Wb$ exist for some m, it therefore suffices that p < a/2. In 
Section 10 we see that when also p > I - o(, the ordinary wave operators exist 
although the integral (2.1) is infinite. 
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THEOREM 3. Let V = V, + V, , where V, satisfies (L) with a set (aIc}& 
for which q > 0 and 01~ - ‘Y~+~ < 1 0 < 1 for 1 < k < m - 1 (void when 
m = 1). Suppose that Wb”: as defined by (3.1) exist. Then WLJk are isometric and 
have the following intertwining properties 
HW’D”: > W’(D”: (H, + V,) in case n 3 2 
HWgk 2 WhTk (Ho + ‘5 Sign p) incase n=l, 
where the constants V, , Vh are de$ned in Remark 1 above. The assumptions of this 
theorem are satisJed if the assumptions of Theorem 2 are. 
4. SOME LEMMAS ABOUT V, 
LEMMA I. Let 1 VV(x)/ < C( 1 + 1 x I)-1--a, where a > 0. If n > 2, there 
exists a constant V, such that 
I V(x) - vo I < C’(1 + I x I)-“. 
If n = 1, there exist two constants V+ and V- such that 
I V(x) - v* I < C’( 1 + I x I)-” 
for x positive and negative, respectively. 
Proof. Equations (4.1) and (4.2) f 11 o ow by estimating the identity 
v(x)- 9r)=~~t~“(y+t(x-y))dt 
= ~‘(x-y).(VV)(y+t(x-yy))dt, 
s 
when x = re, , y = se, , 1 e, / = 1 e2 j = 1, r, s > 0, first with e, = 
with r = s, and e, + e2 # 0. 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
e2, next 
LEMMA 2. Let j TV(x)1 < C(1 + I x I)-” and 1 VLfiV(x)j < C(1 -I- 1 x I)-b, 
where a, b 3 0, i > 0, k 3 2. Then I Vj+“V(x)I < C’(1 + 1 x I)-“j for 1 < j < 
k - 1, where 
cj = k-l(a(k -j) + bj). 
Proof. The assertion follows from the inequality (for k = 2, j = 1, n = 1 
see [4, p. 1711). 
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where 1 < j < k - 1, 1; /ix is the P(W\B(R)) norm, B(R) = {x / x ,< Ii: 
and C is independent of R. In fact, for R = 1 s ~ we get, by taking u = GiV 
in (4.4), 
1 l,7j+iV(x)lJc :g 11 Vj(VzV)ll$ < CI~ ViVI k j I/ Vk+iVIi;~ 
c< C(l + I x I)--a(k-j)-bj. 
Remark. Consider functions V that satisfy 
1 VV(x)l < C(1 + j x I)-‘-“. (4.5) 
fori<j<N.Ifi+ai>OandN+ 0~~ > 0, then by Lemma 2 it follows 
that we may assume that j + 01~ > 0. This fact together with Lemma 1 will then 
allow us to assume that 01~ 2 ~+r for all k. By Lemma 2, q may be assumed 
to be a concave function of k. 
The following lemma and its proof are due to Hormander [I 11. 
LEMMA 3. Let V satisfr (4.5) fog 0 < j < q with a nonincreasing set {cQ}& . 
Let p > 0 be any number chosen in the interval 
. l--a, 
mm -<p<l. 
lg%n k 
Then V can be split V = V, + V, so that V, satisjies 
1 V”V,(x)l < C(1 + j x I)-+ 
forO,(k<q-1,where 
Bk = ,z!$& (%+k + if), 
and so that V, E Cm(W) sutisjies 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
1 VkV2(X)I < C( 1 + / x I)-“-“; (4.9) 
for all k > 0, where 
c$* -  &!gGq (% - P(k - 4). (4.10) 
Proof. Let x E &,a(%~) b e c h osen so that J x(x) dx = 1, J xax(x) dx = 0 for 
1,(1a1,(q--1, and with supp~_CB(1)=(x~~x~,(l}. Let x0(x)= 
a-nx(x/a). Suppose that / V”&‘(x)/ < K(V, k) for all x. Then 
/ Vk( V * x0)1 < C Oi-np,,nl<q K( V, i) a-(L-i), 
,, I, 
(4. I I ) 
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which we get by letting k - i differentiations fall on xa . By using a Taylor 
expansion, we get for 0 < k < p - 1, 
I Vk(V * x&4 - +>)I d c $ipek WV, k + i> d. (4.12) 
Now consider a V that satisfies the assumption of the lemma. Let I/ E &-,m(Wn) 
with #(x) = 1 for / x 1 < 1 and $(x) = 0 for 1 x 1 > 2. Put V,,(X) = G(X) V(x) 
and V,(X) = (#(2-“x) - $(21-vx)}V( x ) f or v > 1. Then supp V, C B(2”+l)\B@-l) 
and V = CL, V, . We find for k < q: 
1 V”V”(X)l < c2--v(k+at), (4.13) 
where C is independent of Y and where we have used the decreasing property 
of elk . 
Let V, = Cr=s V, t xtcv) , where t(v) = 2(l-p)“. Let x E ‘F; take p so that 
2p-l < 1 x 1 < 2~. Then V,(X) = Cr$, V, * xtcv) , when ~1 > 2/p, so that by 
(4.11) and (4.13) we get 
1 V”V,(x)l < c o<n& 2-(u-2)(k+ai-(“-i)J 
= c2-(u-2)(k+“*) k < C( 1 + 1 x I)-lc-ar, 
which is (4.9). Put VI = I/ - V2; then V,(X) = ~&-2 (V,(x) - V, * x~(~,(x)), 
so by (4.12) and (4.13) we get 
I VkVl(41 G c ,<?@, 2 
-(~--a)(k+a~+~+d 
= (3 -&-%)(k+BJ 
< C(1 + 1 X I)-“-@“, 
which is (4.7). 
Remark. Notice that VI is a short-range term, since &, > 1 by the assump- 
tion on p. 
LEMMA 4. Let V, satisfy assumptions (L) of Theorem 2. Then: 
(a) The set of decay exponents {~&~=l may be assumed to be nonincreasing, 
concave and when m 3 2 and 01~ < Q satisfy 
ak - OIk+l <P (4.14) 
for 1 < k < m - 1. Here p is chosen such that 
1 - c+ min ~ < p < 01, . 
l<k$m k 
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Consequently fov m 3 2 we have in any case by (L(ii)) 
ak - ak+l < 011 for 1 <k,(m-I. (4.15) 
When 01~ < 3, m may be assumed to be theJirst integer k, such that kac, $- 01~ > I. 
(b) V, can be split V, = V, f VL*, where V, satisfies (4.7)for 0 < k < 
m--I,where 
Pk = 01, + (m - k)P (4.16) 
and where V,* E 6;” satis$es (4.9) for all k > 1 with a set {c+*}~=~ , which JOY 
01~ < 4 may be taken to be 
OLk 
*- 
- ak for 1 < k < m, 
= %L - tk - m>p for k > m, 
while for cxl > + we may take 
so in any case {oL~*}~=~ is nonincreasing and concave and satisfies 
for all k 3 1. In (b) the assumptions of (a) are made for (ak}. 
Proof. (a) Since ma, + olrn > 1 and a1 > 0, {~k}~Er may be assumed to be 
nonincreasing, concave by the remark following Lemma 2. Therefore, {cu,},ll, 
may also be assumed to decrease linearly from LYE to OL, so that (4.14) follows if 
(CQ - u,)/(m - 1) < (1 - o#k for all k < m. By (L(i)) this is the case if 
01~ < 8. p can be taken less than 01~ by (L(i)). By (4.14), kor, + 01~ is increasing, 
so by decreasing elk by (k - 1)~ for 2 < k < m, we see that m may be assumed 
to be the first integer k, such that kor, + 01~ > 1 by choosing E > 0 properly. 
(When 01~ < 4, we may as well assume 01~ < $.) 
(b) By Lemma 1, V, - V,, (or V, - Vsigna if n = 1) satisfies (4.5) for 
0 < j < m, where we may take 0~~ = 01~ . The rest of (b) is a simple consequence 
of Lemma 3. 
To prove Theorem 2, it suffices to prove that the limits 
s-lime 
itHe-itHO-iXp’ 
t-f% (4.18) 
and 
ix’mn’ 
s ;!irn e t e 
-iXFtm”’ 
(4.19) 
exist, where X,*‘“’ is defined as in (1.7) with V replaced by V,*. We prove the 
existence of the limits (4.19) in Section 6. In the next section we consider (4.18). 
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5. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2, FIRST PART 
We consider the limit t -+ +co in (4.18). Let 6 be the set of all u E P(‘%~) 
with Fourier transform zi E &,m(%~\{O)). Then 6 C Y and e-itHo-iX~(% E Y 
for u E 6. Since 6 is dense in P(9P), it is sufficient to prove the existence of the 
limit on 6. 
As in Theorem 1, we prove that 
Z(t) = Il(d/dt)(eitHe-itHo-ixt’“‘)u I/ 
= Il{V(x) - v,*pp + vxy-)} e-~~~“-4% 11 
is integrable on [1 , oo[ for each u E 6. 
Let V,* = V - V,* = V, + V, , where I’, and V,* are defined in Lemma 
4; then Z(t) is majorized by Zs(t) + ZL(t) + c(t), where 
&(t) = 11 v,*(X) e-itHo-iX~(m)* /I , (5.1) 
Z,(t) = ~~{v,*(x) - v,*<tp + Vxt*(y} e-i’H”-iXt’“lu I/ ) (5.2) 
and 
c(t) = l/{v,*(tp + vxyy - v,*(tp + vxy-l’)}u 11 . (5.3) 
Zs(t) is estimated in Section 9, and c(t) in Section 8. In ZL(t) we write 1~’ for 
V, * and X, for Xctrn). 
The Taylor expansion, 
. . . + + @ i 1), (v~~-l)(qqv&P-l + &(fJ)T 
is inserted into (5.2) and so ZL(t) is dominated by Z1(t) + y(t), where 
y(t) = II MPb II (5.4) 
is estimated in Section 8. Using the identity (2.2) we can write Zi(t) in the form 
q(t) = /p2tv(tp) ,wZ/2t 
- VW + P WP) vxt (5.5) 
+ + . . . (m L 1), (Vm-lV)(tp)(VXt)m-l,/] e@% I! . 
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Of the terms under the norm sign in (5.5), we first considel 
{,-i;2I%v(tp) eils!?r’2t ~_ f/(y))/. e--lx,u 
= f1 d~(d~d~)(e--tA,“,“‘“tv(t*) eiAlxl”-2t) e--fxtlt 
= 1;2t) r,l dA -’ e rA1212/2t[qtp), 1 x I”] &lelZ/2te--iX1* 
=r 
1 
d/\e-iA1512/2t(Vl/)(tp) eiAl4’l2te+X,(X + VX,)u 
- 0 
+ i 4 t lo1 d/@hlZ12/2t(d V)(tp) &Ai4*/2fe--iXf*. 
Here we have used that 
[V(y), 1 x I”] = P&l V)(q) - i2tVV . x. 
In Section 8 we estimate the terms 
(5.6) 
a,(t) = + t 
s 
t dA /)(dV)(Xx) e-il11i2t/2A--iXt* /i 
0 
b,(t) = J1 dh Il(VV)(Xx) e--ilBl*ti2A--iXtxu //. 
0 
Hence using (2.2) again, we get from (5.5)-(5.7) that 
(5.7) 
where now 
22(t) = I! [j’ dXe-i”l”12/2t(VV)(tp) eiAizlx/2tVXt 
0 (5.8) 
- (Vv)(tp) VX, + -0. + (7n L l)! (V+ll/)(tp)(VX,)m-l!] . e-i+4 Ij . 
I 
Of the terms under the norm’ sign in (5.8) we consider 
s 
1 
,{e-iAjzl”i2t(VT/‘)(tp) eiAl4’/2t - (VV)(tp)) . e-i5 VX,u 
0 
= l djj A dcL(did~){e-i”i”lz/2t(VV)(tp) &l~12/2t) 
s s 
* e-ixtVXtu 
0 0 
:= Jl &(I - A) e-44”~2t(V2V)(tp) &l4*/2te--iXt (5.9) 
n 
. {VX,x + (VX,)2 + iVX,)u 
+ i 4 t f’ d;\(l - /\) e-iAl4*/2t(Vd V)(tp) eiA142/2t . ebxtVX,u. 
‘0 
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Here we sort out the terms to be estimated in Section 8, 
al(t) = $ t j’ dh(1 - h)/l(VdV)(Xx) e-iYVX,u 11, 
0 
b,(t) = j’ dh(1 - A)ll(VzV)(hx) e-iYVX,xu 11, 
0 
c&(t) = j1 A(1 - X)lI(PV)(Xx) e-iYV2X,u /I, 
0 
where we have used the notation 
y = Yt,dP> = (V4 I P I2 + X,(P). 
So from (5.8~(5.10) we have 
z2w < G(t) + al(t) + Ut) + 4(t), 
where now 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
Z,(t) = l~[jol dA(1 - A) e-iAIz12/2t(Vz~)(tp) * eiAlz12/2t(VXt)2 
- 4 (VzV)(tp)(VXJ2 + *.* + (m A l)! (V~-lv)(tp)(VX~)~-ll]e-ix~u (1. 
1 
We continue this process, and so we see that we must estimate 
as(t) = (k!)-l + t jol dA(1 - A)” Il(V” fl V)(hx) e-iY(VX,)ku 11 (5.12) 
for O<k<m-1, 
b,(t) = (k!)-l j1 dh(1 - X)lc lI(Vk+lF’) Ax) e-iY(VX,)k xu Ij (5.13) 
0 
for 0 < k < m - 1, 
d,(t) = ((k - l)!)-l j1 A(1 - A)kl\(Vk+lI’)(hx) e-iy . V2Xt(VX,)“-lu 11 (5.14) 
0 
for 1 < k < m - 1, and also the term remaining at the end of the process, 
e(t) = ((m - l)!)-l j’dA(1 - X)+l Il(PV)(Ax) e-iy . (VX,)% 11. (5.15) 
0 
In order to estimate these various terms we need estimates for VkXt and for 
ll( 1 + h I x I)--Re--ire) 11. They are given in Sections 6 and 7, respectively. 
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6. ESTIMATES FOR VXj"'(p) 
LEMMA 5. Suppose for some X a- l a function c/- satis$es estimates (4.5) 
with a nonincreasing concave set of decay exponents {E~}:=~ for which 
0 <a, < 1, 017~ - a7;+1 1 < ml for I<k<N-I (6.1) 
(void when N = 1). Then we have the estimates (for t > 1) 
, v”xfq p)I :< CFk for kal, hi k-1 :>;N, 
, V”X,‘“‘( p) _ Vk/+-l)( p)I < Ctl--(h-l)al--ay;n-.l, 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
for k 2 I, k + h - 1 < N and as long as (h - 1) oil + 01~ < I. Xjh’(p) is 
defined from V as in (1.7). The estimates are valid for 0 < c < I p i < K < co. 
The constant C will depend on c and K. 
Proof. We prove (6.2) by induction in h. For h = 1 we get for 1 < k < N: 
, VkXp’ j = / !;’ dss’(‘?l’)(sp)l < Ct+, 
since 0~~ < 01~ < 1. Suppose the estimate is valid for Xjh-r), where h > 2. Let 
g = gs(p) = sp + VXih-1’. VkXjh’ is a sum of terms of the form 
A= 
s 
t 
ds(V%‘)(g) Vklg ... Vk3g, (6.4) 
0 
where 1 < j < k, k, + k, + . . ’ + kj = k, ki 3 1. By hypothesis we have 
, vg , :< s + csl-a2 < cs 
(6.5) 
/ pig , = , vi+yp , < csl--ai+l for i 3 2. 
When j = k, we therefore immediately get 1 A 1 < Ctl-os. When j < k, u’t: 
write 1 = k, = ... = k, < k T+l < ... < KY, where Y = 0 is possible, but 
r < j, sincej < k. The estimate of A is then 
, A , < (‘(1 + tl--a,- x:1=r+~ Q-(21). 
By concavity we get, using that by (6.1) 01~ > 0, 
where the last inequality follows by (6.1). Since alC < 1, this proves (6.2). We 
prove (6.3) by induction in h. When h = I, the estimate reduces to the estimate 
(6.2) since X$O) = 0. 
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Now assume that the estimate is valid for Xjh--l) - Xih-2), where h 3 2. Let 
g, = sp + VXjh-1) and g, = sp + VX, - (h 2); then g, and g, satisfy the same 
estimates as g in (6.5). Also by hypothesis, for i + h - 1 < N, 
‘Q”X;h’ - VkXjh-l) is a sum of terms of the form A, - A, , where A, and A, 
are given by (6.4) with g replaced by g, or g, . It therefore suffices to estimate 
terms of the form 
and 
Bl = 
I 
t 4PW(g2) - w%l>> vk1g2 . . . pg2 
0 
B, = jot ds(VV)(g,) "l  . . . vkn-lg2(vkng2 - v"ngl) . v"n+gl .. . v"jg, , 
where 1 < p < j. In B, we use the mean value theorem and (6.6) and proceed 
as in the estimate of A. In the estimate for B, we distinguish between p > r 
and p < Y (notation as in the estimate for A). 
LEMMA 6. Let V, and V,* be as in Lemma 4. Let Xjm) and Xccm) be defined 
as in (1.7). Then 
(m) t(m) s - lim eZXt e-s& 
t+zktm (6.7) 
exist. 
Proof. When t’ 3 t > 1, m 3 1, we get (writing V and V* instead of V, 
and V,*): 
l(xy - X;(m)) - ,xy - X,*‘“‘)l 
< s 
t’ ds I V&J + VX:+l’) - V*(sp + VX;cm-l’)l 
t 
t’ 
< s 
ds I V(sp + VX;+“) - V*(sp + VX;“+“)l (6.8) 
t 
+ It’ ds 1 V*(sp + VX;+“) - V*(sp + VX:cm-l’)l 
‘f 
< ct- + c 
s 
t’ ds . S-l--al / vxy-1’ - TX:‘“-1’ 1 ) 
t 
where fro is given by Lemma 4. When 01~ > 3, we use the estimates 1 VXim,m-l) 1 < 
Csr--01 and 1 VX:(“-l) 1 < CS~-~~. Since PO > 1 and 2q > 1, this proves the 
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existence of the limits (6.7) in this case. When cyi < a, we prove the estimates 
/ vkxp) _ vkx++’ j :; ctl-& (6.9) 
fork$h<m,k>l,andaslongas/?,<l. 
By Lemma 4 Bk < 1 for 1 < k < m - 1 may be assumed; hence, the left- 
hand side of (6.8) is dominated by 
qtl-oo + p-&)* 
But 
We prove (6.9) by induction in h. For h = 1, the estimate is immediate. 
For h > 2, k > 1, and k + h < m, we use that VkX$J - VkX,*fhr is a sum of 
terms of the form A - A*, where A is given by (6.4) and A* is defined in an 
analogous way, with g* = sp + VXf(h-r). g and g* satisfy (6.5) and by the 
induction hypothesis 
for i + h < m, i > 0. It is clearly sufficient to estimate 
D, = 
s 
t A@‘%‘)(g) - (VjV*)(g)} Vklg ... V”‘g 
0 
D, = 
I 
’ ds{(V%‘*)(g) - (ViV*)(g*)} Vklg ... V’“jg 
0 
s 
t 
D, = ds(vV*)(g*) vk’g* ‘.. vkP-~g*(v”~g* - v”pg) . vhg . . . vklg, 
0 
where 1 < p < j. The estimate for D, , D, , and D3 are very similar to the 
estimates made in the proof of Lemma 5 for A, B, , and B, , respectively. 
7. ESTIMATES FOR il(l + X 1 x I)-“e-i% // 
LEMMA 7. Under the assumptions of Lemma 5 we have the following estimates 
/I(1 + X 1 x I)-” eCiYw // ,( Ct-“(1 + t-a-ak+q+l)ll w /I + CtekMg /I VP& I/ (7.1) 
validforO<~,(1,t~1,k>O,q>0,k+q+m<N,andw~S.The 
constant C depends on the support of ti only. Y is given by 
y = Y,,A( P) = (W)l P I2 + xt > xt = &“‘( P> (7.2) 
(cf. (5.11)). 
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Proof. We use the identity 
Axe-iY = e-iY(tp + hQX, + AX), (7.3) 
which we get by remembering that in the Fourier representation x = ;Qp . 
Scalar multiplication byp from the right in (7.3) gives 
where 
Xx * pe-iY = e-“‘(tQ(p) + h . P), (7.4) 
Q = Q(P) = Q,,,(P) = I P I2 + (W)P * QXt . (7.5) 
By (6.2) 1 QX, 1 < Ctl--Orl ; hence, Q(p)-l exists for p # 0 for large t. Thus for 
WEG, 
e-iyw = (h/)x * pe-iYQ--lw - (h/t) e-iyx * pQ-lw. (7.6) 
To obtain estimates for 11(1 + h / x j)-ke-iyw I/ from (7.6) we need estimates for 
QkQ-l. By (6.2) we get 
I Q I < C, I QQ I < C, I Q2Q I < C(1 + t-3 
1 Q”Q 1 < Ct-nk+l for k>,3. 
QkQ-l is a sum of terms of the form 
(7.7) 
Q(i,)Q(i,) ..@id/Qk+l, 
where Qoj) is any derivative of Q of order 4 > 0 and where i1 + ia + *** + ik = K. 
Using the properties of (01~) we then get from (7.7) 
1 Q’Q-’ 1 < C(l + tP+‘) 
for k > 0, m + k < N. 
Let A, denote the operator 
(7.8) 
A, = (1 + X ] x j)-ke-iy for k > 0. (7.9) 
The inequality (7.1) is proved by induction in k. For k = 0, (7.1) obviously 
holds for all 9 3 0 with Q + m < N. Assume that for some k > 0, (7.1) holds 
for all q > 0 such that k + q + m < N. We prove (7.1) with k replaced by 
k + 1 and for all q > 0 such that k + 1 + q + m < N. From (7.6) we get 
/I A,+,w /I d t-l /I A,pQ-‘w II + t-l II Ak+x~ . ~Q-lw I/ (7.10) 
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since I(1 ?- X ( x I)-% pr: .< 1 PV 1 for any function z. Using -4,,i~ru ~ “1 
/j A,u I/ for any u E P, we get from (7.10) and from (7.1) with 4 L= 0, 
11 A,+,w // < Ct-“-l(l f tP~+l)(~~pQ-lw 1’ + 11 x .pQ-‘w I:) 
+ Ct-“-l(ll VDkpQ-U /j + 11 V,%c .pQ-‘ti I,) 
(7.11) 
< Ct-“-l(l + tPk+l)(ll w 11 + 11 V,ti 1;) 
+ ct-“-1 
i 
i (1 + t-%+l)~I p-f-i& 1; + kf (1 T tpi+q q+-id I!( 
i=O i=O 
by (7.8) and since 01~ 3 0. 
In the well-known inequality 
// Vj,-i7i 11 < C(ci // V,‘z$ (/ + E-(‘-~) ii w ‘I) Y (7.12) 
whereO<E\(l,weputE=t- (mi+~-aj+l)/(f-i); then by concavity, 
(1 + P”)ll v;-G I/ < C(1 + t-“j+l)l/ w 11 + c jj v,% I/ (7.13) 
for t > 1, 0 < i < j. From (7.11) then follows 
11 A,+,w I/ < Ct-‘“-l(l + t-ak+2)lI w I/ + Ct-“-’ /I V’e,+lti 11, (7.14) 
i.e., (7.1) for 4 = 0 and K replaced by K + 1. Now use induction in q. So suppose 
that for some q 3 0, k + q + m + 2 < N, 
11 A,+,W jj < ct-“-‘(I + t-ak+,+*)ll W 11 + Ct-7c-1-Q /I ,y+g, 11 (7.15) 
for all w E 6. We shall prove that (7.15) holds when q is replaced by q + 1. 
In (7.10), j/A,pQ-lw /I is estimated by using (7.1) with q + 1 instead of q and 
11 A,+,% . p Q-‘w II is estimated by (7.15). Using interpolation as above completes 
the proof. 
8. THE ESTIMATES FOR c(t), r(t), a,(t), bk(t), d,(t), AND e(t) 
The assumptions of Lemmas 5 and 7 are satisfied by V,* with N = co by 
Lemma 4. By (5.4) and (6.2) we get 
r(t) < (m!)-’ Ii(V-V)(tp + sVXt)(VXt)‘” u 11 < CPayilm, 63-1) 
where 0 < s < 1. We again use the notation of Section 5, writing V for VL* 
and X, for Xftrn). We also write 01~ for 01 k*. The necessity of the assumption 
ma1 + 01, > 1 in this method is perhaps most evident here. 
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By (5.3) and (6.3) we get, using the mean value theorem, 
c(t) < CtP--=m. 
By (5.12) we have for 0 < k < m - 1, 
t+(t) < Ct 
s 
’ dA li(l + h 1 x I)--lc--2--aetze-iY(CXt)kU 11. 
0 
(8.2) 
We estimate a,(t) by using Lemma 7 and the interpolation inequality 
II A*u II < II u Ill-“ II Au Ilo, 
where A > 0 is self-adjoint and 0 < p < 1. A will be multiplication by 
(1 + A j x 1)-r and p = k + 2 + ag+a - d, where d = [k f 2 + at+J. In (7.1), 
q is chosen so large that q + CQ+~+~ > CQ . It is seen that 
&) < cpk-~k+2 (8.3) 
for 0 < k < m - 1. 
The estimates for b,(t), dk(t), and e(t) quite similarly are found to be 
&(t) < ct--l--kw%+l (8.4) 
forO<k<m-1, 
d,&) < Ct-l-(k-l)vv”r+~ 
forl<k<m-1,and 
e(t) < Ct-“s-a~. C3.6) 
By the properties of {are}, the estimates (8.1)-(8.6) show that all the functions 
c(t), r(t), a,(t), bh(t), d,(t), and e(t) are integrable on [l, co[. 
9. THE ESTIMATE FOR Zs(t) AND THE PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
By (S) of Theorem 2 and by Lemma 4 we see that V,* = V - V,* can be 
written as a sum of four terms I’, + V, + Va + V, , where 
1 V,(x)1 < C(l + I x l)-1--E> (1 + I x l)l+~Vz E P(F), 
V, E e~(‘zlP) and V, E !S4(F). Here E > 0, 2 < si < noli , i = 3,4. By (7.1) 
we get, just as in Section 8, 
11 I/,e-itHo-iXt’“‘u 11 < Ct-lpe. (9.1) 
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To handle va , let us first consider a function K that satisfies (1 J- .v )‘P- E 
L?2(%~). Multiplying (7.6) by V(x) we get with A = I, 
‘1 ve- itH,+X;(m)U 11 < t-1 ;I V(x)x .pe-iYQ-lu ~ 
+ t-l // V(x) eciYx .pQ-‘u I:, 
(9.2) 
where Y = YtSl is given by (7.2). On the right-hand side of (9.2) we now use 
that the Fourier transform of a product equals the convolution of the Fourier 
transforms and also the inequality 
for u E 22 and v E I?. 
Thus from (9.2) we get 
// Ve-iyu ;I < t-l I/ (xV)^(p) * ~e-~~Q-~zi I/ 
+ t-l I/ p(p) * e-iYV, *p&-U /I 
<t-llllxi Vil~lll~lQ-~~ll~ 
+ t-l II VII . II V, . PQ-‘G Ill 
< C(u) t-l il(l + I x I> v ll(ll d III + II Vd Ill), 
where C(U) depends on the support of zi only, and where we have used (7.8). 
To get a stronger estimate than (9.3) we return to (9.2), where the first term 
on the right is estimated using (9.3) with V replaced by XV and u replaced by 
p&-k and where the second term is estimated by (9.3) with u replaced by 
x . pQ-lu. Thus we get 
II VeLiyu I! < Ct-2(1 + t-“Ql + 1 x I)“V /I. (94 
where we have used (7.8). Now from (9.3) and (9.4) follows that 
;j Veeiyu 11 < Ct-l-‘(1 + t-‘““)ll(l + 1 x I)l+‘V 11. P-5) 
Clearly, V, then satisfies (9.5). Since 1 + cxa* > 01~* > 0, this proves that 
I/ v;“u /I is integrable on [l, CO[. To handle V, and V, we proceed as in the 
proof of Theorem 1. It suffices to prove that for u E 6, 
pZl.7 ll(l + I x I)(lz/S)+E e-ix:(“) u 11 < (J-1-6 
(9.6) 
for some 8 > 0, where E > 0 can be chosen arbitrarily small. Write X, = Xf’“‘. 
BY 
x”e-‘Xl ~~ e -i”‘(x -c VX,)k, 
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we get 
II 1x1 k e-ixtu 11 = 11 Xke-iXtU 11 
(9.7) 
= 11(x + VX,)Lu /I < C(P-ak + tk(l-)), 
where we have used (6.2) and that {qJ is nonincreasing and concave. By Lemma 4, 
we may assume that we either have 
(i) K(1 - 01~) > 1 - 0~~ forall K> 1, 
or 
(ii) 12(1 - q) < 1 - 01~ forall K>l, 
since if 1 - czlc < K(1 - 01~) for some K 3 2, then p may be chosen less than 
1 -al> sothatolj -(Y. 3+1 < 1 - 0~~ for all j, from which (i) follows. Interpolation 
in (9.7) gives 
in case (i); so by choosing E > 0 sufficiently small we get (9.6). In case (ii), 
we get by interpolation 
where K = [(n/s) + l ] and p=((n/s)+e--.Takep=l-CX~+T; then 
since uii - aj+i < p, we get 
1 - “k -I- Pbk - ak+l) d 1 - 011 + (k - 1x1 - a1 + rl) + p( 1 - 011 + 7) 
= -7 + ((44 + 41 - 011 + 7). 
By choosing E > 0 and q > 0 sufficiently small we get (9.6). The estimates (9.1), 
(9.5), and (9.6) prove the integrability of Zs(t) on [l, CQ[. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 2. 
By Lemma 4, the assumptions of Theorem 3 are satisfied when those of 
Theorem 2 are. The wave operators are isometric since they are strong limits 
of isometric operators. 
For n 3 2, we have 
Xg$( p) - Xpq p) = Jy+. V,(yp + vxp1’) dY - sv, 
for each p 3i; 0 as t + &co. For n = 1, we get 
xly$ p) - XY( P) - S~ztsignhd as t+&co. 
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where eiavo has to be replaced by e is”*sign(o), when n = 1. This proves Theorem 3. 
10. Two EXAMPLES 
Consider the potential V(X) = j x I--a sin(( x I”), where 0 < p < 01< 1 and 
where 71 > [2(or - p)]. With an appropriate choice of V, , it was seen in Section 3 
that the modified wave operators Why; exist, if p < (42) - ((1 - a)/(2m)). It 
is then easily seen that we may use I’ itself to define Xl”). 
In this section we show that the ordinary wave operators exist, when 
1 -cL<<<cX/2. (10.1) 
We also show that the Cook method would fail in this case: If u E G and u # 0, 
then for any t, E ‘8, 
r O” dt jl V(x) ewitHOu Ij =- co, - to 
(10.2) 
By change of variable we see that lim t+ro si V(sp) ds exists, when p > 1 - 01 
andp # 0. To see that also 
lim A+’ = lim 
t-tm s t+oo o 
t V(sp + VXP-“) ds (10.3) 
exists and hence the ordinary wave operator W+ , wenotice that V(tp + VXiFjL-i)) - 
V(tp) is majorized by Ct-“l-B where 01~ = 01 - p and where ) VXp-i) j < CF. 
It is not difficult to prove that 
& Xjq p I)( < ctl-Lu+(k--l)~ 
for K > 1, i.e., a result better than when (6.2) is applied directly. Therefore, 
p = 01, and the limit (10.3) exists when 201 - p > 1, a condition that is implied 
by (10.1). 
To prove (10.2) we use the method of Section 5 to get the estimate 
ll(V,(x) - VL(tp)) ewitHOu 11 < Ct 
s 
’ dA 11(1 + h 1 x I)--2--a2 i?‘ni2t”” u I( 
0 
-i- C /‘dA il(l -c- x , x I)-l--al e--ilPlzt 2d xu 1’. 
- 0 
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Clearly, (7.1) holds when Y = (t/2X) / p I2 and without the term containing 
c++*+r , so we see that 
s 
c-2 
II - VL(~P)) epitHOu II dt < ~0, (10.4) to 
since aI > 01s = (Y - 2p > 0. It is easily seen that (10.4) also holds, when the 
index L is removed. To compIete the proof of (10.2) we need only prove that 
s m II V(tp)ull dt = 00, (10.5) to 
and this is straightforward. 
Finally, consider a potential V(x) = B(x) 1/1(x), where B is bounded and V, 
satisfies (L) with 01~ > 01~ > 0. Then (10.4) is satisfied with V, = YX . If we can 
prove that the integral in (10.5) with V = V, is finite for a fundamental set of 
functions U, then the integral in (10.2) is also finite, and thus the ordinary wave 
operator W+ exists. Consider a function u with zi E QZorn having support in the 
ball{pI/p-pp,I <e};then 
Thus in addition to the assumption above, we must assume that almost every 
p, E W has a neighborhood w, such that 
j- (f 1 V&p)\” dp)l” dt < 00. 
1 w 
(10.6) 
V,(x) = (I + I x I)-’ . (log(l x I + 2))~“, with a > 1, is an example of a potential 
that satisfies (10.6), has ak = 1 for all k 3 0, but does not satisfy the assumption 
of Theorem 1. Equation (10.6) is Hormander’s definition of a short-range 
potential; see [I I]. 
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